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ABSTRACT
In cognitive psychology, confirmation bias is defined as the tendency of people to verify hypotheses rather than refuting them. During unit testing software developers should aim to fail their code. However, due to confirmation bias, most defects might be overlooked leading to an increase in software defect density. In this research, we empirically analyze the effect of confirmation bias of software developers on software defect density.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The term confirmation bias was first used by Peter Wason in his rule discovery experiment and later in his selection task experiment [1]. During all levels of software testing the attempt should be to fail the code. Therefore, during unit testing, developers must try to fail their code to reduce software defect density. While testing code, mere tendency to refute code does not help to detect defects. Hence, within the context of software development and testing, we extend the definition of confirmation bias to include one or both of the following: 1) The tendency to verify software code, 2) The incompetency to apply strategies to try to fail software code. In this research, we empirically analyzed the relation between confirmation bias of software developers and software defect density.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II details of our case study design are mentioned. Results are given in Section III and Section IV concludes our work.

2. CASE STUDY DESIGN
In our case study, we analyzed a software development team in a large scale telecommunication company in Europe which is responsible from the development of a customer services software package. Based on the file commit history, we discovered that most of the files were created and/or updated by a group of one or more members of the software development team. As a result of churn data analysis, we found 124 such developer groups. We designed and prepared written and interactive tests, which are based on Wason’s Selection Task and Wason’s Rule Discovery Task respectively. From the outcomes of these tests, we extracted the values for the confirmation bias metrics. Except for Wason’s eliminative enumerative index, the rest of the metrics have been defined by us. Detailed explanation about these metrics can be found in [2].

3. RESULTS
We defined defect density for each developer group as the ratio of the total number of defected files created/updated by that group to the total number of files that group created/updated. In order to visualize the effect of confirmation bias on software defect density, we constructed a linear regression model with confirmation bias metrics as the predictor (independent) variables and defect density as the response variable. The results indicate that 42.43% of variability in defect density can be explained by our linear regression model (R^2_{adj} = 0.4243). Moreover, we can expect the constructed model to explain only about 32% of the variability in predicting new observations (R^2_{prediction} 0.3264).

4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
Results show that confirmation bias metric values of software developers are not direct indicators of software defect density. However, software defect density is also affected by process, product and many other human related attributes. Hence, the results obtained are quite significant. As future work, confirmation bias metrics will be used in addition to product and process metrics in learning based defect prediction systems. We believe that this will improve defect prediction performance of such systems.
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